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The firstand still one of the most widely cited models of noncooperativeoligopoly behavior is the Cournot model, developed by the French mathematician
AugustinCournotin 1838. The Cournotmodel is the fundamentalmodel used to
study strategicinteractionsamong quantity-settingfirms in an imperfectlycompetitive market.In the last two decades, therehas been an explosion of Cournotbased models of strategic behavior to analyze various real-world phenomena
rangingfrom horizontalmergersto intra-industrytrade.A properunderstanding
of the Cournotmodel of imperfectcompetitionand strategicinteractionsamong
firms in variouscontexts is thus essential.
The Cournotmodel is an integralpart of undergraduatemicroeconomicsand
industrialorganizationtextbooks. The typical approachis to first use market
demand and cost functions to derive the "reaction functions" or the "bestresponse functions"of two competing firms. Next, these reactionfunctions are
drawn together on the same graph to determinetheir intersectionpoint, which
correspondsto the equilibriumquantities.Finally, the equilibriumquantitiesare
substitutedin the demand function to determinethe equilibriumprice and the
equilibriumprofits of the firms (see, Carltonand Perloff 1994; Eaton and Eaton
1995; Katz and Rosen 1994; Mansfield 1994; Martin1993; Pindyck and Rubinfeld 1995; Salvatore1997; Schotter 1997; Varian1996).

Jyotirmoy Sarkar is an associate professor of mathematicalscience at Indiana University-Purdue
Barnali Gupta is an assistantprofessor
Universityin Indianapolis(e-mail: sarkar@math.iupui.edu).
of economics at Miami Universityin Oxford,Ohio. Debashis Pal is an assistant professor of economics at the Universityof Cincinnati.The authors are grateful to Michael Wattsand three anonymous refereesfor their valuable comments.
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This method of using reaction functions to solve a Cournot model does an
excellent job of demonstratingthe solution technique. Some drawbacks are
inherentin this approach,however.It does not allow the graphicalsolution of a
Cournotmodel with more than two firms, because such a solution would require
a graph with more than two dimensions. To solve a Cournotmodel with more
than two firms, textbook authorsrely on algebra.Because the algebrabecomes
quite complicatedwith nonidenticalfirms, they typically do not presentthe solution for a Cournot oligopoly with more than two nonidentical firms. Because
undergraduatestudents often prefer graphicalmethods to algebra and calculus,
the task is to develop a simple graphicaltechniqueto solve a Cournotoligopoly
with any numberof nonidenticalfirms.
Fulton (1996) developedgraphicalmethodsto solve a Cournotoligopoly with
multiple firms. He presented elegant ways to graphically derive the reaction
functionsof the firms,and then the reactionfunctionswere used to determinethe
equilibriumprice and quantities.Using the reaction function approach,he also
presentedgraphicalmethods to solve a Stackelbergmodel with multiple firms.
Fulton's method,however,relies on drawingthe reactionfunctionsand therefore
cannot be used to solve a Cournotmodel with more thantwo nonidenticalfirms.
We presenta simple graphicaltechniqueto solve a Cournotoligopoly for any
numberof nonidenticalfirms. The techniqueis differentfrom that in Fulton and
avoids the necessity of drawingreactionfunctions.The methoddrawsheavily on
high school level geometry and requiresno higher-level mathematics.Furthermore, it provides an easy way of visualizing the impact of changing variousexternalparameterson equilibriumprice and quantities.The graphicaltechniqueis
complementaryto the standardsolution techniqueand will be a useful teaching
tool in both intermediatemicroeconomicsand industrialorganizationcourses.
THE MODEL
Consider a marketwith N firms that produce a homogeneous product.Let qi
be the outputproducedby firm i and
N

Q=i=1 qi
be the total outputproducedin the market.Let P (Q) = a - bQ be the inverse
demandfunction, a > 0 and b > 0.1 We assume that firm i (i = 1,... , N) has a
constant marginal cost of production, denoted by ci.2 Firms simultaneously
decide how much to produce,and the market-clearingprice is determinedfrom
the inversedemandfunction.Firmi (i = 1,...., N) chooses qi to maximizeits profit,

Ii

= qi[P(Q) - ci].

SOLUTION
First, we providea graphicalmethodof determiningthe equilibriumprice and
equilibrium(total) quantity.Once the equilibriumprice is known, we determine
the level of outputproducedby each firm.
Spring1998
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Determinationof Equilibrium(Total)Quantityand EquilibriumPrice
Note that firm i's first-ordercondition of profit maximizationis
P(Q) - ci - bqi = 0.
Adding the first-orderconditionsfor all firms yields
NP(Q) - bQ =

(1)

N
i=1

ci.

Dividing throughoutby N yields P(Q) - bQ/N = -, where
N

"c= (Ci)/
i=1

N.

SubstitutingP(Q) = a - bQ in the above expressionand simplifying yields
a - [(N + 1)/N] bQ = E.

(2)

Fromequation(2) it follows thatthe equilibrium(total)quantityQ*can be found
by equatingthe averageof the marginalcosts in the industry,c-, with a line thathas
the same interceptas the demandcurve and a slope (N + 1)/N times that of the
demandcurve;thatis, with slope -[(N + 1)/N]b.This line can easily be determined
by extendingthe demandcurve down to the horizontalaxis and then dividingthe
distancebetween the origin and the point where the demandcurve cuts the horizontal axis into (N + 1) equal segments.Drawinga line from a to the end of the
Nth segment(movingrightfrom the origin)gives a line with a slope of (N + 1)/N
times thatof the demandcurve.
In Figure 1, B is the point of intersectionbetween the straightline from a with
slope -[(N + 1)/N]band the horizontalstraightline from -. A verticalstraightline
is drawnthroughB. This verticalline cuts the horizontalaxis at Q*,the equilibrium (total)quantity.The correspondingequilibriumprice is P*.
It is interestingthat,if thereis only one firm (N = 1) with marginalcost c, then
equation(2) reducesto a - 2bQ = c, the standardrulethatmarginalrevenueequals
marginalcost for profitmaximizationof a monopolist.Also, when N = 1, Figure 1
reducesto the familiardiagramused to determinethe profit-maximizingoutputand
price of a monopolist.
It is easy to see thatthe outputundera Cournotoligopoly lies betweenthe competitiveoutputand the monopolyoutput,and the Cournotoutputconvergesto the
competitiveoutputas N becomeslarger.To illustrate,we assumecl = c for all firms.
In Figure2, Q*is the Cournotoutput,QMis the monopolyoutput,andQCis the competitiveoutput.Clearly,Q*lies betweenQM and QC.Also, as N becomes larger,(N
+ 1)/N convergesto 1, and the straightline from a with slope [(N + 1)/N]brotates
towardthe demandcurve.As a result,as N becomes larger,Q*convergesto QC.

Determinationof IndividualFirm Output
From equation (1), the first-orderconditions for profit maximizationimply
that qj*= (P* - ci)/b for all i = 1, .... N. In turn,this implies that P* - bqi*= ci.
Thus, a line throughP* parallelto the demandcurve (thatis, with slope -b) inter120
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FIGURE1
Determinationof Equilibrium(Total)Quantityand Price
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sects the horizontalstraightline throughfirm i's marginalcost at point (qi*,ci).
A vertical straightline drawnfrom this point cuts the horizontalaxis at qi*.
Figure 3 illustratesoutputdeterminationfor individualfirms when N = 3. The
line P* D is parallelto the demandcurve. It cuts the horizontalline throughfirm
i's (i = 1, 2, 3) marginalcost at Bi. A verticalline drawnthroughBi intersectsthe
horizontalaxis at qi*,firm i's equilibriumoutput.Let Ei be the point where the
vertical line throughBi intersectsthe horizontalline throughP*. The area of the
rectangleP*EiBjcjequals qi(P* - ci), the profit of firm i, because (P* - c1)is firm
i's profitper unit of outputand qi is its amountof output.
DISCUSSION
Several results from the Cournotmodel are illustratedin Figure 3. Some of
these results are cumbersometo show with algebra or calculus. In this section,
we demonstratea few. First note from Figure 3 that firms with higher marginal
costs produceless. Also, (qi*- qk*)is proportionalto (ck- ci). That is, the difference in outputs between firms is proportionalto the difference between their
Spring1998
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FIGURE2
Monopoly,Cournot,and CompetitiveOutputand Prices
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Determinationof IndividualFirmOutput
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marginalcosts. This result follows from Figure 3 because for any i ? k, (Ck- ci)
equals the height, and (qi*- qk*)equals the base of a right-angledtrianglewhose
hypotenuseBiBkhas a constant slope of -b. Similarly,the equilibriumoutputof
firm i, qi*is proportionalto (P*- ci), the profitper unit of outputfor firm i. These
results, also follow directly from the first-ordercondition qi* = (P* - ci)/b.
Second, consider a redistributionof marginalcosts among the firms. That is,
ci may increase and Ckmay decrease, but
N

i=1
and hence - remainthe same. FromFigure 1, note that Q*andP* do not change.
A redistributionof marginalcosts leading to a change in asymmetryamong the
firms, however,has an interestingeffect on the aggregateprofits. Considerthree
firms with cl > C2> C3,as in Figure 3. Suppose cl goes up by the small positive
amountE, and c3 goes down by E.It follows that the outputof firm 1 goes down
and the outputof firm 3 goes up, but the total output, the marketprice, and the
output of firm 2 do not change. Therefore,the decrease in the outputof firm 1
equals the increase in the outputof firm 3. Because the profit per unit of output
is more for firm 3, the increase in profit for firm 3 is more than the decrease in
profit for firm 1. As a result, the aggregateindustryprofit goes up. This can be
seen in Figure 3 by comparingthe changes in the respective areas of P*EiBlcl
andP*E3B3C3.Intuitively,an increase in asymmetryincreases the marketshares
in favor of the more efficient firms and thus increases the aggregate industry
profit.
A thirdinsight that can be derived from the graphicalapproachis the impact
of an industry-widechange in the marginalcost of production.Suppose the marginal cost of each firm increases by the same amountE.This can happenif, for
instance, the cost of an input increases or an excise tax is imposed on the producers.As a result of this increase in marginalcosts, - increases by E and from
Figure 1 it can be checked thatthe equilibriumprice increasesby NeJ(N+ 1) and
the equilibriumtotal quantitydecreasesby NeI[(N+ 1)b]. Once the new equilibrium price is determined,the individualequilibriumquantitiesmay be obtainedas
depicted in Figure 3, replacingci by (ci + E)and P* by P* + NeI(N + 1). That is,
the new equilibriumquantityfor firm i, q i, is the solution to the equation
P* + Ned(N+ 1) - bqi = ci + E.

(3)

However,there is a simpler way to obtain the individualequilibriumquantities. Note thatequation(3) can be rewrittenas P* - [d(N + 1)] - bli = ci. Thus,
a line throughP* - E/(N+ 1) parallelto the demandcurve (thatis, with slope -b)
intersectsthe horizontalstraightline throughfirm i's marginalcost at point (q j,
ci). A vertical straightline drawnfrom this point cuts the horizontalaxis atq i.
In Figure 4, P D is a line parallelto the demandcurve whereP = P* - (N +
1). BecauseP is EI(N+ 1) units below P*, every firm's profit per unit output
decreases by EI(N + 1). A lower per unit profit together with lower quantity
decreasesthe total profitof each firm, and thus decreasesthe total industryprofit.
More interesting,becausePD is parallelto P*D, it follows from Figure4 that
Spring1998
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irrespectiveof the initial equilibrium output, every firm's equilibrium output
decreasesby the constantamountd[(N + 1)b]. Because firm 3 has a higherequilibriumoutputbefore the cost increase, an industry-widecost increase expands
its marketshare.This result confirmsthat in a Cournotmodel, an industry-wide
cost increaseexpandsthe marketsharesof the more efficient firms.
CONCLUSION
We have presenteda simple graphicaltechniqueto solve a Cournotoligopoly
with any number of nonidentical firms. Because the usual reaction-function
approachto solve a Cournotmodel graphicallycannotbe used for more thantwo
firms and the algebraicapproachbecomes mathematicallycomplicatedfor nonidenticalfirms, this methodcan be a very useful learningtool for studentsand a
helpful teachingtool for instructors.Moreover,it can be used to illustrateseveral
interestingpropertiesof a Cournotmodel, which are otherwise mathematically
tedious to derive. Finally,the methodpresentedhere requiresno more than high
school geometry and can easily be used in both intermediatemicroeconomics
and industrialorganizationcourses.
For simplicity,we have presentedthe techniquefor a linearmarketdemand.In
the appendix, we demonstratehow it can also be used for nonlineardemands.
Also, we assumedconstantmarginalcosts of production.The method,however,
is valid for some forms of increasingmarginalcosts. For example, it can be modified to include parallel,linear increasingmarginalcosts of production.
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Furtherresearch with this approachwould certainly be useful. It would be
interestingto see what otherpropertiesof a Cournotmodel can be studiedgraphically and whetherthis techniquecan be extendedto solve other oligopoly models such as the Stackelbergmodel. That would be an interestingexercise for students of intermediatemicroeconomicsand industrialorganization.
APPENDIX
COURNOT EQUILIBRIUM FOR NONLINEAR DEMAND

Let P(Q) be the inverse demandfunction.We assume that
(A1)
P'(Q) < 0 and 2P'(Q) + QP"(Q)< 0.
Note that firm i (i = 1, .... N) chooses qjto maximize its profitni, = qi[P(Q) - ci]. Therefore, the first-ordercondition for profit maximizationis P(Q) + qjP'(Q)= c,. Adding the
first-orderconditions for all firms, we get
N

NP(Q) + QP'(Q)=
i=1

(A2)

ci.

Note that, by assumptionequation(Al), the left-handside of equation(A2) is monotonically decreasingin Q. Thus, if
N

NP(O) >

i=1ci,

equation(A2) has a unique solution Q*, which is the equilibrium(total)quantity.The correspondingequilibriumprice can be determinedfrom the demandcurve.
Figure(Al) illustrateshow the equilibrium(total)quantityQ*can be determinedgraphically. Find the pointA on the demandcurve such thatthe tangentTM,to the demandcurve

FIGUREAl
Price Determinationof Equilirium(Total)Quantityand Price
for NonliearDemand
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at A, intersectsthe verticalaxis at T and the horizontalline through - at S and TAIAS= N.
Therefore,point A correspondsto the equilibriumquantityand price (Q*,P*).
Once the equilibriumprice is known, the level of outputproducedby each firm can be
determinedby treatingthe straightline TM as the demandcurve and following the technique already developed for linear demand. That is, a line through P* parallel to the
straightline TM intersects the horizontalstraightline through firm i's marginalcost at
point (qi*,ci). A verticalstraightline drawnfrom this point cuts the horizontalaxis at qi*.
NOTES
demandas well (see theAppendix).
1. Oursolutiontechniqueis validfornonlinear
2. Ourtechniqueis alsovalidwhenthe firmshaveparallel;linearincreasingmarginalcost of production.Thatis, ci(qi) = 7 + 3i qj+ gq,2.Wewouldbe happyto providea proof.
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